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River City Sound - Joey
Misc Unsigned Bands

River City Sound (Joey)
Standard Tuning
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rQZot85C0xU
I do not take credit for this music. All credit goes to it s owner.
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G#                           C#                        F#
ohhh---------------------------     can you feel the heat
                      C#                                    G#
in the late october weather     did you know that i could fall       i never
said i was

       C#                                       F#                              
     C#
together         but im the perfect match for you               joey sang in the
mirror

                          G#                                    F#
he believes in angry ghosts       but hes never seen them clearer

             C#
how do we know when its the

G#                 F#                  C#                      G#             F#
right time to die       how do we      know when    its the right time to die

      C#                    G#
how do we know that this kiss------

                  Bbm     F#                C#

will send you home----- woah------------------



             G#                                 Bbm             F#              
C#
ill follow you to the unknown were going home ----------------- woah---------

             G# (Hold)                      C#
ill follow you to the unknown were going home

C# F# C# G#
C# F# C#

G#              C#                         F#                                   
C#
woah----------     what joey never told you            he lived his life in fear

                                  G#                                           
C#
his father worked the midnight shift       and his mother liked her liquor clear

                         F#                                C#
see anabel roamin the halls   and joey made one suggestion

                      G#                                          F#
find your way back home           but she haunted with a question

             C#
how do we know when its the

G#                 F#                  C#                      G#             F#
right time to die       how do we      know when    its the right time to die

      C#                    G#
how do we know that this kiss------

                  Bbm     F#                C#

will send you home----- woah------------------

             G#                                 Bbm             F#              
C#
ill follow you to the unknown were going home ----------------- woah---------

             G# (Hold)                      C# (End)
ill follow you to the unknown were going home


